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A WORD
FROM THE
CEO
Account-based Marketing (ABM)
was one of the hottest B2B marketing
trends last year. And rightly so. The
trend is going to continue in 2022.
You will see some stats on page four,
while these numbers may seem high,
what it highlights is that ABM drives
alignment - not only sales and
marketing, but of the entire business.
This alignment drives greater
efficiencies, better campaigns, a
higher degree of focus, detailed
personalization, greater
understanding of consumer needs
and better opportunities for
customer success. Ultimately leading
to generating more opportunities
and winning more accounts.
While ABM may feel counterintuitive
at first, as you undoubtedly turn
down business, it is all about focus
on revenue, relationships and
reputation.
Get to know your ICP and be ruthless
with your target account selection.

ALEXANDRA
CEO
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313%

60%

increase in ROI seen in
companies leveraging
consistent Accountbased
Marketing
(Forrester)

So this translates to a
60% increase in
opportunities set by
sales development
teams

40%

20%

reduction in
customer
acquisition cost

increase
in close rate
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97%

increase in ROI of
businesses that
implemented an ABM
strategy(Altera Group
Research)

56%

marketers strongly
agree that
personalized
content is key to
ABM's success
(Forrester)

10%
increase in revenue
in the first year alone
(Demand Base)

80%

of marketers say
ABM improves
customer lifetime
value (Terminus)
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WHY IS ABM
PERFECT FOR
SAAS?
"SaaS Companies face
unique difficulties
when bringing their
solutions to a B2B
market."
Whether you are a well-established
SaaS company or a growing startup, buyer expectations and need
for personalization is constantly
evolving.

ABM presents unique opportunities
and benefits:
ABM allows for better targeting
of high annual contract values.
Enterprise accounts have high
LifeTime Value (LTV).
ABM Cultivates relationships in
longer sales cycles.
The purchase process often
involves multiple decisionmakers and departments.
ABM strategizes against key
competitors influencing your
prospects.
ABM sees faster movement of
accounts through sales funnels.
Prospects often need integrated
solutions through a myriad of
departments.
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HOW
ABM
IMPACTS
KEY
METRICS

It is important to prioritize different metrics at
different stages to succeed in revenue growth
ABM directly impacts five key
company metrics:
1. Customer Acquisition Cost
(CAC)
2. Sales Cycle
3. Deal Size
4. Churn
5. Life time value (LTV)
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CUSTOMER ACQUISITION COST

ABM lowers CAC
ABM focuses resources and
capital solely on those accounts
that fit your ideal customer profile
(ICP) and which show signs of
being ready to buy allowing you
to create personalized content
per account.

Pramata managed to lower
their CAC by 60% through ABM
alone.

This helps you filter out bad-fit
leads before they even fill out a
form.
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REDUCED SALES CYCLES
In ABM, sales and marketing work in lockstep to convert targeted
accounts into customers.
By having concise and complete messaging across all channels, we
can greatly reduce the sales cycle.
This brings the cost of a sale down, further lowering the CAC. ABM is
also about monitoring those accounts for relevant buying signals
and understanding which companies are researching solutions like
yours.

INCREASE IN DEAL SIZE
ABM focuses on the market segment that best represents your ideal
customer profile (ICP).
These accounts invest more in your solution and are more likely to
stay with you as customers for longer.
73% of companies report that ABM delivers higher deal sizes
(SiriusDecisions).
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REDUCED CHURN
By focusing on accounts that fit the ICP, ABM
provides a better chance of securing a long-term relationship with
customers; reducing churn, increasing retention, upselling and
cross-selling.
Thomson Reuters was able to build a scalable account-based
program targeting current customers which resulted in a 95% win
rate — 80% of which were from renewal or expansion
opportunities.

INCREASE IN LIFETIME VALUE
Successful customers don’t only renew more often, it is also easier to
upsell and expand these accounts. Larger initial deal sizes plus more
upsells and expansions times more years equals higher LTV.
It’s also much easier to upsell (or expand within) accounts that are
achieving success with your solution.
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12 STEPS TO
INTRODUCE
ABM
STRATEGY, TWEAKS, AND
NEW INITIATIVES

1. Define your Ideal Customer Profile
(ICP).
2. Build a list of target accounts.
3. Understand their concerns.
4. Organize your content to create
Smart Content paths.
5. Pursue multi-channel
communication.
6. Track the engagement of your
campaigns.
7. Refine segments, content, and
channels.
8. Retarget the engaged accounts.
9. Share engagement data with sales.
10. Use personalized 1-to-1 Smart
Content hubs and microsites in sales.
11. Build long-term relationships
12. Measure and refine.
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REPUTATION
Drive preferences with named accounts
Build reputation in new markets
Improve internal credibility

RELATIONSHIPS
Identify and engage with key stakeholders
Deepen relationships for insight and
innovation
Develop references, referrals, and
advocates

REVENUE

Grow and accelerate Pipeline
Sell new offerings and enter new markets
Increase win rate and deal size
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THE 3 R'S
2021 has certainly cemented the
importance of building a strong
reputation.
A strong focus of ABM is on
building your reputation within an
account and across the entire
Decision-Making Unit (DMU).
While this takes time, the
payback is long term revenue,
client loyalty and high barriers to
competitor entry.
85% of marketers said that ABM
significantly benefited them in
retaining and expanding their
existing client relationships
(Marketo).

While new logo acquisition often
gets all the fanfare, the reality is
that the smarter (and more
profitable move) is to work
harder on retaining (and
growing) your existing clients;
building a relationship.
With the onset of COVID,
organisations have shifted their
resources to protect their
revenues. The start of 2021 saw a
significant shift in the focus of
ABM programmes towards client
retention - with 75% now using
ABM for customer marketing
(compared to 38% in 2019).
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HOW YOUR CONTENT STRATEGY
WILL CONTRIBUTE TO ABM

First and foremost, you need to pick a Smart Marketing platform that fits
your requirements, and budget. Your success with marketing will largely
be based on the capabilities that your choice of tool comes with. The
following other points will further help you create a strategy geared for
success.

0 1 . Clearly define your goals & KPIs
Build a roadmap that takes a holistic view of what you
want to achieve. Figure out what tactics will give the
desired results in the shortest span of time, and which
one needs more time, budget, and consistent effort.

02. Understand your target audience
Having established your goals, you will be identifying
your TA. Study their requirements and pain points, as
well as identifying what motivates them to buy. These
insights help craft effective and engaging campaigns.

03. Personalize!
Generalized content and offers just don’t cut it
anymore.. We are all much more demanding and well
informed. We want to feel that messages are catered
specifically for us and our individual needs.

04. Focus on the right channel
Don't fall into the trap of not nurturing leads with
personalized campaigns. A number of businesses still
send out broadcast messages to save costs incurred
on personalization. This is where they fail.
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ALIGNING ABM WITH INBOUND
WILL SPEED UP SUCCESS
While inbound marketing is vital
for pulling general audiences and
demographics to you, ABM can
help you to reel in prospects that
are most likely to buy your
product.
A number of companies are
already focusing on aligning ABM
with Inbound. The idea of bringing
both these approaches together is
to build personalized campaigns
for the right people, using the best
nurturing practices.
As a result of this amalgamation,
marketers get better chances of
acquiring the right leads, nurturing
them with twice as effective
content and campaigns, and
reaping the benefits of retention.

The reason for this being that it
helps solve some of the main
challenges of implementing ABM:
1. creating a scalable strategy
for multiple accounts;
2. producing personalized,
customized content;
3. coordinating programs
across marketing, sales
development, and sales
teams.
While creating personalised
content is not only the most
effective digital channel used, it
is also the most difficult to
execute. However, it is only a
question of having the right tech
stack.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
0 1 . MarketingAutomationPlatform/CRM:
SalesForce, Hubspot, Marketo

0 2 . Firmographic account databases:
Zoominfo, Uplead

0 3 . Central repository and Smart Content
generator:
Repurpost

0 4 . Retargeting
Google, Linkedin, Terminus

0 5 . Strategy audit and metrics
Repurpost

0 6 . Customer Success, Sales, MarketingContent feedbackloop
Repurpost

0 7 . Content blueprint mapping, creation
and distribution
Repurpost
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THANKS
FOR
READING

WE'RE HERE TO SUPPORT YOU!

Email us at alexandra@repurpost.com for comments or questions,
or book a time to chat over coffee at https://tidycal.com/alexandra

